Generating sentences with a desired word is useful in many natural language processing tasks. State-of-the-art recurrent neural network (RNN)-based models mainly generate sentences in a left-to-right manner, which does not allow explicit and direct constraints on the words at arbitrary positions in a sentence. To address this issue, we propose a generative model of sentences named Coupled-RNN. We employ two RNN's to generate sentences backwards and forwards respectively starting from a desired word, and inject position embeddings into the model to solve the problem of position information loss. We explore two coupling mechanisms to optimize the reconstruction loss globally. Experimental results demonstrate that Coupled-RNN can generate high quality sentences that contain a desired word at a desired position.
INTRODUCTION
Sentence generation is a key technique in many natural language processing (NLP) tasks, such as machine translation [1, 2] , dialogue generation [3, 4] , text summarization [5] , and image caption [6] . State-of-the-art models are mainly based on recurrent neural networks (RNN's) that generate sentences in a left-to-right manner, either word-by-word [7, 8] or by first sampling a latent sentence vector [9] . In supervised settings, sentences are usually generated conditioned on task-specific features. In unsupervised settings, the generated sentences are largely randomized and unconstrained. However, in some scenarios, sentences may need to be generated under some constraints, such as including a certain topic or sentiment or containing a desired word.
Generating a sentence with a specific word, which can be seen as lexically constrained sentence generation, is useful in many NLP tasks. For example, for domain adaptation in machine translation, it is sometimes necessary to force a domain terminology to appear in the final translation results [10, 11] . For interactive machine translation, the final translation results may depend not only on automatic translation results but also on user inputs [10, 11] . In dialogue systems, by including a specific word, responses can deliver the information they need to convey, and utterances in a dialogue can remain consistent and informative [12, 13] . For image caption, by forcing the inclusion of selected tag words in the output, out-of-domain images containing novel scenes or objects can be processed [14] . Besides, in the second-language teaching and learning domain that has motivated our model, it is useful to generate example sentences for a specific word to ease the burden on teachers to compile example sentences and help learners better grasp the word.
In this paper, we focus on the task of generating sentences with a desired word. To accomplish this task, there are some challenges to be addressed.
The first challenge is how to guarantee that the desired word can appear in a generated sentence at arbitrary positions. Most previous models can only impose constraints on the first word, and this restricts the ability of the models as well as the form of the sentences. Recently, lexically constrained decoding methods that extend beam search to allow the inclusion of specified words or phrases have been proposed [10, 11, 14] . These methods impose constraints on each time step during inference, rather than considering constraints during model training. Mou et al. [15] proposed a backward and forward (B/F) language model to achieve lexically constrained sentence generation in a more natural way, and it has two variants: syn-B/F and asyn-B/F. Our model, which resembles asyn-B/F, employs two RNN's to generate sentences backwards and forwards respectively starting from a desired word.
The second challenge results from the unfixed positions of the desired words. RNN is very suitable for processing sequential data, and it can use hidden states to process tokens at the corresponding positions of the input sequences. Position is very important information for sequential data, especially for natural language. But owing to the unfixed positions of the desired words, the RNN's in our model cannot utilize the position information of sentences. To deal with this problem, we encode the position information and feed it to the RNN's together with the input tokens of the sentences.
The third challenge relates to the discrete nature of language. Our model uses two RNN's to generate sentences backwards and forwards respectively starting from a desired word. There are correlations between the backward and forward parts of a sentence, but the non-differentiability of discrete RNN's prevents the model from back-propagating gradients to optimize the reconstruction loss of a training sentence globally. To address this issue, we propose two coupling mechanisms: hidden state coupling and weighted output coupling.
Taken together, we propose a model named coupled-RNN to achieve the goal of generating sentences with a desired word. We evaluated our model from the following aspects: language generation quality, the effect of position embedding, and coupling mechanisms. Experimental results demonstrate that Coupled-RNN can generate high quality sentences containing a desired word and even ensure that the word appears at a desired position.
RELATED WORK 2.1 RNN-based Sentence Generation Models
Mikolov et al. [7, 8] proposed the RNN-based Language Model, which predicts each token of a sequence conditioned on its previous one together with an evolving hidden state and can model sequences with arbitrary lengths. Sutskever et al. [16] described a character-level long short-term memory RNN that can generate grammatical English sentences. Zhang & Lapata [17] used RNN's to generate Chinese poetry, where an RNN outputs a context vector conditioned on the vectors representing previously generated lines. Afterwards, another RNN outputs the next character conditioned on the context vector together with the encodings of previous characters in the current line.
In more recent literature, RNN's combined with the sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) learning framework [1] has achieved remarkable success and has been used in a wide-range of NLP tasks, such as machine translation [2] , dialogue generation [18] , and text summarization [19] . Seq2Seq uses an RNN to encode an input sequence to a vector of fixed dimensionality. It then uses another RNN to decode the vector to a target sequence. Bowman et al. [9] proposed an RNN-based variational autoencoder generative model for generic sentence generation that can generate sentences from arbitrary sampled vectors. It utilized the architecture of a variational autoencoder (VAE) [20, 21] , which encodes each input data into a continuous hidden space rather than a single point and enables generic generation by decoding the sampled vector from the prior distribution.
Constrained Sentence Generation Models
Hu et al. [22] proposed a model that combines VAE and attribute discriminators for generating sentences with desired attributes, such as sentiment and tense. The model augments the hidden vector in standard VAE with additional vectors, each of which controls an attribute of sentence, and trains discriminators to measure whether the generated sentences match the specific attributes as well as to drive the decoder to produce better results. The model is effective in controlling the abstract attributes of sentences, but it cannot guarantee that a specific word will appear in the sentences.
Kiddon et al. [12] propose a neural checklist model based on RNN's to generate globally coherent text by tracking what has been said and what still needs to be said from a provided agenda. It was used to generate cooking recipes where titles and ingredients are provided as goals and agenda items, and it was also used to generate responses for hotel and restaurant information systems where query types and facts to be mentioned are provided as goals and agenda items. The model is more suitable for generating long texts, and it may not apply to all kinds of agenda items and goals.
Anderson et al. [14] proposed the constrained beam search algorithm to generalize captioning models to out-ofdomain images containing novel scenes or objects. It can enforce lexical constraints expressed by a finite state machine over output sequences. Hokamp & Liu [10] proposed the grid beam search algorithm to allow the inclusion of pre-specified lexical constraints in machine translation. Each word that must appear in the output is a constraint. At each time step, the model can generate text from the model distribution, start new constraints, or continue constraints. To solve time consuming problem of the above two models, Post & Vilar [11] proposed a fast grid beam search algorithm using dynamic beam allocation. All of the above three algorithms impose constraints on models during beam search, and they do not modify model parameters or training data, which is not a natural approach to lexically constrained sentence generation. Besides, the algorithms work in supervised settings, where the input context sentences can give clues to which word the output sentences may contain, which is not applicable for unconditional or generic sentence generation.
A more direct and explicit way for lexically constrained sentence generation was presented by Mou et al. [15] . Their B/F language model, which generates sentences with a specific word has two variants: syn-B/F and asyn-B/F. Experimental results show that asyn-B/F is more effective. In their subsequent work, asyn-B/F was used in dialogue systems to generate replies containing a given word based on Seq2Seq [13] .
Our Coupled-RNN model is similar to asyn-B/F. During model training, it splits a training sentence by a randomly selected word into two subsequences, trains an RNN to reconstruct one subsequence backwards starting from the selected word, and then feeds the reconstructed result to another RNN to reconstruct the other subsequence forwards, also starting from the selected word.
Coupled-RNN differs from asyn-B/F mainly in the following aspects. First, because the training sentences are split by words that are selected randomly, asyn-B/F loses the position information of the sentences. In Coupled-RNN, we use position embedding to solve this problem. Second, there are correlations between the two subsequences split from a training sentence, but in asyn-B/F, the generators for the two subsequences are trained separately. This may affect the quality of generated sentences and cause the two parts of a sentence to be inconsistent. In Coupled-RNN, we explore a hidden state coupling mechanism and a weighted output coupling mechanism to train the two RNN's jointly. Experimental results show that the position embedding and coupling mechanisms can improve generation quality of sentences containing a desired word, and can even ensure the word appears at the desired position. Let W = {w 0 , ..., w d − 1 , w d , w d + 1 , …, w n } be a training sentence, where w n is the nth word. We randomly select a word to be the desired word, and use w d to represent it. w d splits the sentence into two subsequences:
Generator G B is a gated recurrent unit (GRU)-RNN [23] for generating the backward subsequence, which depicts the following distribution: 1
Generator G F is another GRU-RNN for generating the forward subsequence conditioned on the output of CP, which depicts the following distribution:
where CP(·) represents some sort of processing on the backward subsequence W B (or the generated backward subsequence), which is done by CP. For example, CP(·) can be a GRU-RNN that inputs the generated backward subsequence W B and outputs a hidden state, but this may lead to some problems, which is discussed in Subsection 3.3. The Coupled-RNN is then optimized to minimize the reconstruction error of the training sentences as follows:
where θ B , θ F and θ CP denote the parameters of G B , G F and CP, respectively.
Position Embedding
Position is very important information for sequential data, especially for natural language. For a sentence, position information implies its global structure and the dependence between words. In Coupled-RNN, a training sentence is split into two subsequences by a randomly selected word, and then the backward subsequence is fed into GB and the forward subsequence is fed into G Although the RNN itself can capture the position information of the input sentence, the unfixed position of the selected word and the variable length of the subsequences make the two generators unable to utilize the position information effectively. To deal with this problem, we inject position embeddings into the generators together with the input words of the sentence. Following Vaswani et al. [24] , the position embeddings are defined as: 
where pos represents the position 2 , i represents the dimension and emb_size represents the dimensionality. Position embeddings have the same dimensionality as the word embeddings so that they can be summed.
Position embeddings can take many other forms [25] , such as using learned position embeddings or putting position embeddings and word embeddings together to form a joint vector. In Coupled-RNN, we borrow the position embedding method from Vaswani et al. [24] , because it can represent both the absolute position information of words and the relative position information between words and can be applied to sentences of variable lengths, which satisfies our requirements.
Coupling Mechanism
Given a desired word, the most intuitive ways in which GB and G F work together to generate a sentence are similar to the approaches of sep-B/F and asyn-B/F in [15] . For the former one, the only connection between G B and G F is the desired word. For the latter one, G B acts on G F using the generated backward subsequence, but it is impossible to back-propagate gradients from G F and CP to G B through the discrete samples, so this is equivalent to training G B and G F separately.
Both of the above methods may affect the quality of the generated sentences and cause the generated sentences to be inconsistent and incoherent. We propose two coupling mechanisms to solve this problem.
Hidden State Coupling Mechanism. As shown by the bold arrow in Fig. 2 , GF takes the last hidden state of G B as input and back-propagate gradients to G B through the hidden state. Here, CP(·) in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) is equivalent to the last hidden state of G B .
This mechanism can be seen as a variant of Seq2Seq, where G B encodes the backward subsequence into a hidden state and G F decodes the hidden state to the forward subsequence. However, unlike Seq2Seq, both the encoder and decoder take the desired word as the initial input word, and their outputs constitute the final result together. Weighted Output Coupling Mechanism. The weighted output coupling mechanism is indicated by the bold dashed arrow in Fig. 3 . Here, CP is a GRU-RNN that takes the weighted output as input and outputs a hidden state to G F . The calculation of the weighted output is shown in the lower right part of Fig. 3 . Let o t be the output vector of an RNN unit in G B at time step t. In addition, out_soft t is the output vector of the softmax function on o t as follows:
where τ > 0 is the temperature. The size of out_soft t is 1 × vocab_size, where vocab_size represents the vocabulary size. The generated word w t in W bw is sampled from the multinomial distribution parameterized by out_soft t . 3 If CP takes the sampled w t as input, the discrete samples will prevent the model from back-propagating gradients to 3 The generated words in Wfw are sampled in the same way. optimize the reconstruction loss of a training sentence globally. Instead, we use the weighted output, calculated as follows:
where word_emb is a word embedding matrix of size vocab_size × emb_size. In this case, CP(·) in Eq. (2) and Eq.
(3) is equivalent to the last hidden state of GRU (out_weighted t ).
At the start of training, we set the temperature τ in Eq. (5) to 1. Then, as training progresses, we gradually decrease this temperature to yield peaked distributions, so that out_weighted t can approximate to discrete words more precisely.
EXPERIMENTS 4.1 Datasets and Setup
We conducted experiments on two datasets. The first one is the Book Corpus [26] , which is a collection of 11K books in 16 different genres, e.g., romance, fantasy, and science fiction. The second one is Yelp Review Corpus [27], which contains user ratings and reviews for business activities and is provided by Yelp Inc. for the Yelp Dataset Challenge, Round 13.
For each dataset, we randomly selected 1.5M sentences, split it into train/dev/test sets by the ratios of 80/10/10, and replaced infrequent words (≤ 10) with the token <unk>. For the Book Corpus, the resulting vocabulary size is 27,080, and the average sentence length is 14 Throughout our experiments, we used the following baselines:
sep-B/F [15] : Starting from the desired word, generate subsequences backward and forward using two RNN's. Then, concatenate the two subsequences to form a complete sentence.
asyn-B/F [15] : Generate the backward subsequence starting from the desired word using an RNN. Then, feed the resulting subsequence to another RNN to generate the backward subsequence. Concatenate the backward and forward subsequences to form a complete sentence.
Both baseline models work in unsupervised settings and can generate sentences containing a desired word. We did not conduct comparative experiments with the models based on beam search [10, 11, 14] and the models for dialogue generation [12, 13] , because those are all supervised models and the input context sentence gives a clue to which word the output sentence may contain, which is not applicable in our model. For all models, we used single-layer GRU-RNN's with a hidden-layer size of 300 and max length of 50. The dimensionality of word embeddings and position embeddings was set to 300. Word embeddings were fixed with GloVe [28] . We optimized the models using Adam [29] . The batch size, threshold for gradient clipping, and learning rate were set to 32, 5 and 0.001, respectively. For the weighted output coupling mechanism, we used the temperature τ in Eq. (5), annealing logistically from 1 to 0 during training. We randomly selected the desired word in each training of each sentence and recorded these words and their positions. Table 1 Overall structure of Coupled-RNN. It consists of the Generator-Backwards, Generator-Forwards and Coupling-Mechanism components. Here, wd in the rounded rectangle represents the desired word and <sos> and <eos>mark the start and the end of each sentence respectively. Word embeddings and position embeddings are omitted for clarity. 
Models

Results
Language Modeling. We report the language modeling experimental results for all models in Tab. 1, which are measured in terms of negative log likelihood (NLL) and perplexity (PPL). From Tab.1 we can see that all Coupled-RNN models improved NLL and PPL over sep-B/F and asyn-B/F. All the models with position embedding performed better than their corresponding models without position embedding, demonstrating the consistent effectiveness of position embedding. All the models with hidden state coupling or weighted output coupling performed better than their corresponding models without coupling mechanisms, demonstrating that the two coupling mechanisms can improve the model ability. The model with position embedding and hidden state coupling gained the best result. Compared with the results on the Yelp review corpus, the NLL results on the Book Corpus are better, but the PPL results are worse. Because the average sentence length of the Book Corpus is shorter than Yelp review corpus, PPL was normalized by sentence length, but NLL was not.
Position Accuracy. For the models with position embedding, we evaluated the position accuracies of the generated sentences. We randomly chose a desired word and one of its corresponding positions, which were recorded during training, and used these models to generate sentence under this constraint. We obtained the generated sentences in two ways. One is a greedy way, which means that for every word in the generated sentences we chose the one that has the maximum probability. The other is a samplingbased way, which means that for every word in the generated sentences we sampled one according to the multinomial distribution parameterized by Eq. (5), and τ is set to 0.6. We also evaluated position accuracies of sentences that are generated using randomly selected desired words and positions, where the "desired wordposition" combinations may not be encountered during training. For each model and each way of sentence generation, we obtained 10,000 generated sentences. The results are shown in Tab. 3. We can see that all the models had high position accuracy in the sentences generated under the word and position constraints. Table 2 Position accuracy of sentences generated in greedy and sampling-based way by the models with position embedding. Here, "record" represents that the desired words and positions were selected from the record during training, and "random" represents that the desired words and the positions were selected randomly. Sentence Coherence Measured by n-gram Overlap. To measure whether the two coupling mechanisms can improve the coherence of the generated sentences, we extracted the 3/4/5/6-grams that contain the desired word (but not at the beginning or the end) from 10,000 sentences generated in the sampling-based way by each model. Then, we calculated how many of these n-grams appear in the test set. The results are shown in Tab. 3. All the models with coupling mechanisms improved the percentage of n-gram overlaps compared with their corresponding models without coupling mechanisms. However, the models with position embedding yielded a lower percentage than their corresponding models without position embedding. The reason may be that these models forced the desired word to appear in a designated position, and this may have influenced the coherence of the sentences.
Models
Sentence Length. For each model, we generated 10,000 sentences in the sampling-based way and 10,000 sentences in the greedy way, and then calculated the average sentence length. The results are shown in Tab. 4 and Tab. 5 gives some example sentences generated by different models. The results show that Coupled-RNN models can generate longer sentences, especially the models with the position constraints for desired words. Moreover, they can generate more diverse sentences. Human Evaluation. Although the Coupled-RNN models gained better results than the baseline models in the above experiments and the position embedding and coupling mechanisms have demonstrated their effectiveness, these results are not sufficient to evaluate a model adequately: some form of human evaluation is also important. We randomly selected 1,000 sentences of lengths less than or equal to 12 and 1,000 sentences of lengths greater than 12 from sentences generated in the samplingbased way using sep-B/F, asyn-B/F, and Coupled-RNN with position embedding and hidden state coupling (pos+hidden), each of which was under the "desired wordposition" constraints sampled randomly from the training record. Two graduate students with good English education were invited to judge the grammar and plausibility of these sentences. The average results are shown in Tab. 6. For sentences shorter than or equal to 12 words, the results of asyn-B/F and Coupled-RNN of pos+hidden were similar and slightly better than that of sep-B/F. Further, for sentences longer than 12 words, Coupled-RNN pos+hidden gained much better results than the other baseline models. Table 5 Example sentences generated by different models using the desired word "food". Models Sentences sep-B/F the food was delicious. the food is delicious! asyn-B/F the food is great and the service is great. the food was good and the service is always excellent.
hidden the food was good, but the service was very slow. the food was great, and the service was very attentive.
weighted the food was good, but the service was horrible. the food was good but nothing special. pos price is reasonable for the quality of food and service. service is good and the food was amazing but i've never had an issue. pos+hidden our waitress was super friendly and i was impressed with the food ! i've been here 5 times, and the food is pretty good. pos+weighted i was searching for a restaurant with a lot of mexican food. but after the previous reviews, i had to give them 2 stars for the food. Table 7 presents example sentences generated by Coupled-RNN with position embedding and hidden state coupling using the desired word and position. Word Position Sentences press 3 but the press is a little more than i've ever imagined. he could press the buttons on the phone and dialed 911. 6 then he was trying to press the button on the door. she sighed and tried to press her head into the bed. 9 he took a deep breath and started to press the buttons. she stood up and pulled me into the press. friends 3 i have friends to make me want to be a little better. my old friends were seated on the edge of the table. 6 she told them that her friends had missed the <unk>. then i look at his friends in the middle of the room. 9 they said they were just talking about their friends. she was standing next to one of her friends.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the Coupled-RNN model for generating sentences with a desired word. Instead of generating sentences in a left-to-right manner, the model generates backwards and forwards starting from the desired word. More importantly, we inject position embedding into the model to solve the position loss problem and propose the hidden state and weighted output coupling mechanisms with the aim of optimizing reconstruction loss globally and generating more coherent and consistent sentences. Coupled-RNN's gained better results than the baseline models in both quantitative evaluation and human evaluation, and it can generate sentences not only with a desired word but also a desired position, which is not possible in the baseline models.
Future work is as follows: first, to explore better metrics to evaluate the semantic coherence of the generated sentences; second, to generate sentences under multiple lexical constraints; third, to impose semantic constraints on the generated sentences. Finally, at present, the generated sentences cannot be directly used in the second-language teaching and learning domain, so it is necessary to import a knowledge base to improve the domain applicability of the model.
